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Introduction:  The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 

Evolution (MAVEN) mission is measuring the ionized 
and neutral species in the Martian atmosphere below 
the exosphere using both in situ and remote sensing 
techniques. The MAVEN Neutral Gas and Ion Mass 
Spectrometer (NGIMS) instrument has a detection 
range spanning 2 to 150 amu and is making measure-
ments of ion and neutral species’ concentrations with 
altitude during nominal science orbit as well as during 
the deep dip campaigns. With inter-instrument cross 
calibration, the NGIMS measurements will be convert-
ed into profiles of number density vs. altitude for a 
range of observed ion and neutral species.  

The MAVEN Imaging and Ultraviolet Spectro-
graph (IUVS) instrument uses both high and low-
resolution modes to determine the radiance of atomic 
and molecular species in the martian atmosphere. A 
subset of the IUVS remote sensing team efforts in-
cludes retrieving the brightness of species along scans 
across the limb and corona of Mars. Using the Gener-
alized Retrieval and Analysis Tool (GRANT) [1], the 
brightness of select neutral and ion species (CO2, CO, 
N2, O, N, C, CO2

+, and C+) are  each converted into a 
profile of number density vs. altitude.  

Science Goals: The measurements made by the 
MAVEN NGIMS and IUVS instruments and modeling 
tools will be used in tandem to strengthen the interpre-
tation of the observations. 

Goal 1: Cross-instrument calibration will be made 
by comapring results from the IUVS retrieved profiles 
and  NGIMS measurements for overlapping species at 
complementary altitudes. Figure 1 shows the altitude-
averaged number of counts per second of CO2

+ ions 
detected by the spectrometer in its open source ion 
mode, with a 5 km altitude spacing, for MAVEN orbit 
109. GRANT-retrieved CO2

+ density from modeled 
data are shown in Figure 2. Once reliable retrievals are 
obtained from IUVS observations, these retrieved 
CO2

+ profiles will be used for cross-instrument com-
parisons. The scale height of CO2

+ above 200 km, 
measured by NGIMS, is 34 km. The scale height of 
GRANT-modeled CO2

+ density at 140 km,  is 30 km.  
Goal 2: The Boston University Mars Ionosphere 

Model (BUMIM) is a one-dimensional photochemical 
model that generates ionospheric density profiles as a 
function of altitude for a given neutral atmosphere [2]. 

The neutral composition and density measurements 
made by both NGIMS and IUVS will be used to con-
strain the neutral atmosphere in the BUMIM. Iono-
spheric composition and density profiles from NGIMS 
and IUVS will be compared with resulting modeled 
ionospheric profiles to provide insights into the key 
chemical reactions in the martian atmosphere at iono-
spheric altitudes. 

 
Figure 1. NGIMS measured CO2

+ ions in open 
source ion mode, averaged over each 5 km grid be-
tween 185 and 560 km. A red line is the best linear fit 
to the averaged data with a slope of 34 km. The ob-
served fluxuation of ions with altitude occurs along the 
spacecraft track and is not attributed to noise. 

 
Figure 2. GRANT-retrieved CO2

+ ion density pro-
file based on model values. The scale height at 140 km 
is ~30 km. 
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